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INTRODUCTION: TECHNOLOGY 
TEARS DOWN INDUSTRY WALLS

Advisor-facing systems are hot right now under the investment rubric of 
“fintech” as once-isolated industry silos converge. 

Once upon a time, RIAs and banks would run their own platforms. Family offices 
would use their own specialized and incompatible systems. Independent trust 
companies had their own.

But now the walls are collapsing, creating opportunities for financial institutions 
with the will to overcome old habits and structural barriers that separate 
business models, delivery channels and even aspects of a single client 
relationship from each other.

With the right technology, there’s no reason to keep those systems running in 
parallel. A modern back-office platform can do it all, supporting every phase of 
the wealth management process, from paperless onboarding through real-time 
reporting and ending back at the end user portal the client sees.

To please the client, the goal was always to integrate the interfaces to produce 
a seamless experience. Now, at last, it’s time for that experience to play out on 
the advisor side as well.

The movement toward a fiduciary standard across the industry—with or without 
the DOL rule—has hastened a trend toward channel-agnostic solutions with 
truly open investment architecture. 

By going to an open architecture product platform, the advisor, and by 
extension the client, can select the best products and services for them and 
then manage them in a tax aware and socially aware way.

INTEGRATION STARTS AT THE TOP
Relative giants like Envestnet have collapsed multiple product lines and their 
associated technology underpinnings into a coherent whole that still supports 
client segmentation but makes it easy for financial intermediaries to expand the 
business into new geographies, client groups and product offerings.

The unified platform also contributes to a better experience at the advisor level. 
Removing administrative hoops and duplication of signatures has made it easier 
to enroll clients into new accounts.

Consolidation of multiple platforms also empowers the advisor by eliminating the 
need for multiple log-ins and enabling the use of a single set of tools (e.g., for 
tax management) across products.

Advisors can now tag and group portfolios within different accounts to a single 
goal, and then trade and rebalance accordingly. 

Finance and technology get closer 
every day as automated systems 
disrupt process after process of what 
was once the traditionally labor-
intensive wealth management industry. 

A lot of professionals simply bury their 
heads in the sand and hope it all goes 
away. They’re not looking for the future 
at all. For the rest—whether they’re 
bankers, brokers, family offices or 
traditional wealth managers—their lack 
of vision is an enormous opportunity.

For those who embrace the 
possibilities, it’s a thrilling era. Robots 
theoretically allow everyone to deliver 
their expertise across the country and 
around the clock, multiplying their 
capacity and earning power. 

Some use their new reach to open up 
new markets and expand their AUM 
at a fraction of the cost of hiring new 
assistants to cope with the added 
load. Others apply new technology 
more defensively, making sure their 
businesses can stretch to give existing 
clients everything they might ask for or 
simply stay nimble as the industry itself 
evolves. 

SCOTT MARTIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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The Envestnet single code approach and open API tools are available at banks 
looking to deliver a common experience across brokerage, advisory, trust and 
retirement. This unique approach and system features allow it to deliver a single 
experience across the entire financial institution. Platforms constructed on a 
single-code “chassis” provide the ability to deploy unlimited rules to automate 
workflow.

Also, for Envestnet itself, there is the benefit that enhancements to the code can 
be extended beyond the walls of any individual firm to all platform users; that is, 
these enhancements are highly scalable. 

THE SPECIALISTS FIGHT BACK
For now, firms like Innovest, a leading provider of specialized financial 
technology solutions, are expanding their platforms through acquisition. In 2014, 
Innovest acquired FinTech Securities to provide trade execution and clearing 
services for equities, fixed income and options. 

Three years later, the purchase of PDS Companies gave Innovest software and 
outsourcing capabilities including real property management, oil and gas trust 
accounting, pooled accounting and illiquid asset valuations.

Today Innovest has over $600 billion in AUA on its trust and wealth 
management platform, processes more than 6 million payments annually and 
provides fulfillment services for more than 10 million documents each year. 
FinTech Securities executes over 70 million equity shares annually. 

Another specialized provider, HWA International, tailors systems to the needs of 
big and small clients alike with integrated trust accounting, CRM and workflow 
software based in the cloud.

Customization is the key here. Core HWA systems can be modified with over 
35 additional modules and 19 standard interfaces as well as original customer-
specific programming. 

BENEFITS AND OPPORTUNITIES
If you operate in the modern financial industry, you probably already interact with one or more of the platforms we feature here. If 
not, odds are good that there’s a clear and compelling business reason that you should. The days of channel-specific systems are 
over. We live in a world of rapid convergence, and the sooner you get up to speed with what’s going on elsewhere, the stronger your 
position will be.

So if you make the technology decisions for an RIA or brokerage office, you can benefit from this book. If you run a family office or if 
you are a lawyer catering to high net worth clients, there’s definitely a lot here for you. And of course if you’re already active in the trust 
industry—in a bank or independent institution—this is must-know material. It’s not just trust technology. It’s finding the technology you 
can trust.
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Real differences between the way that trust and brokerage assets must be 
managed will always make integrated systems a little awkward. 

Trusts require the principal and income accounting. Brokerage is in a transition 
from transaction-based business to a fee-based or relationship-based model.

All of these solutions are fairly skin deep because once you go down into the 
systems you’ve got distinct regulatory and technology requirements that you 
cannot reconcile across the whole of the wealth management platform.

For that reason, trust and accounting systems tend to add new capabilities 
on top of existing platforms, which may themselves be the result of a 
conglomeration of many different legacy systems. 

Rather than pulling out the plumbing and replacing it with modern technology, 
banks especially have acquired their competitors and their software, so you 
have systems that don’t talk to each other and that don’t allow 360-degree 
review of the client.  

Hence there’s a real desire and support from vendors to create platforms that 
view the client as a single relationship, not as a group of separate, atomized 
accounts.

AUTOMATION ON THE HORIZON
The robo revolution has not yet made inroads into the trust world, though some 
systems now incorporate robo capabilities in the financial advice modules 
integrated into their trust platforms.  

For the most part, vendors add these services through strategic alliances 
like FIS, which has part ownership of digital advice provider trizec, and the 
relationships FiServ and Pershing have with Marstone. 

Rather than build capabilities into the trust technology system and potentially 
gum up the works, providers are looking for ways to add features like paperless 
onboarding, real-time reporting, digital advice and automated Know Your 
Customer (KYC) through partnerships.

They’re not necessarily building it out of the core technology stack.

A trust agreement will never be fully automated because it’s cumbersome, but 
elements of it can be, with interactive questionnaires and online tools. This is not 
your grandfather’s trust platform.

ONCE ISOLATED, INDUSTRY CHANNELS CONVERGE
Not so long ago, the banks had a de facto monopoly on structured cash 
management services for high net worth families. Those services operated 
through trusts or trust-like contractual relationships. 

THREE CRITICAL 
QUESTIONS

Whenever you’re considering bringing 
any solution provider to your operating 

platform, you need to be comfortable with 
three factors that help define the way their 
business interfaces with yours. 

Make sure you get good answers to these 
three questions:

  Does the organization have the quality 
of staff necessary to grow the trust 
business while providing excellent 
service to existing customers? In one 
southern market, three large banks were 
constantly hiring away each other’s 
trust employees, raising costs for all 
the providers simply because they were 
unwilling to invest in and train new 
employees. 

  Does the organization support 
specialized assets (e.g., oil and gas, 
timber, real estate) that require asset-
specific solutions? Alternative assets 
can be a headache even in the best 
circumstances. If your platform can’t really 
handle them, that headache becomes a 
nightmare.

  Does the organization have the 
capabilities to train and develop 
staff on the operations side? It often 
takes years to create a top-quality trust 
operations employee. If a firm does not 
want to invest in training, an outsourced 
solution might be preferable.
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Capturing one of those accounts was effectively winning a license to print 
money for generations to come. It’s an incredibly sticky business, free from the 
fickleness that afflicts less comprehensive transactional relationships that begin 
and end with what’s in the portfolio.

The trust department has been the crown jewel of many banks for years now. 
Profit margins are resilient and the highly predictable nature of the service 
cycle—scheduled transactions, long-term investment horizons, little room for 
human foibles—lends these accounts a quasi-institutional quality.

Private bankers watching in the next department copied the techniques, 
roping in whole dynasties by doling out cash while making sure in-house talent 
managed the investments. In some cases that meant allocating the capital to 
in-house products and capturing a larger overall fee.

Meanwhile pure investment advisors have been evolving along an intersecting 
path. We all want to lock in client assets for longer periods of time and 
outmaneuver would-be competitors looking to get a toehold in the family 
financial landscape. 

It’s all about share of wallet and share of overall fees: starve a rival, raise your 
production, win either way. 

Retail

Ages 25–34

Ages 35–44

Ages 45–54

Ages 55-64

Ages 65+

40% 55%

70% 22%

54% 36% 11%

33% 64%

26% 73%

18% 80%

HOW HAS THE INCREASED USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN FINANCIAL SERVICES CHANGED YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR ADVISOR?

     Trust more           No change           Trust less
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Lately one of the easiest ways for investment advisors to achieve that goal is 
through cultivating trust services. We talk about this all the time. As you might 
remember, we were originally the Trust Advisor until the industry matured to the 
point where trust and wealth became indistinguishable in the long term.

As editor of the Wealth Advisor, I can tell you that converting individual 
relationships into trust relationships is an extremely compelling competitive 
strategy. Trust clients are easier to retain, even across a generational asset 
transfer like the one Baby Boom investors are contemplating now. 

Then there’s the family office. These are “trust fund” clients by definition. If their 
financial landscape doesn’t include constant interaction with trusts as grantors 
and beneficiaries, their advisors are doing it wrong.

With the right partnerships, you can not only keep up with the latest innovations 
but thrive. But you need the right tools.

A FIRM FOUNDATION: ACCOUNTING
Start with accounting: It should operate in the deep background, practically 
invisible. At a minimum, a modern trust accounting platform will come ready 
for straight-through processing and T+1 settlement. Those aren’t cutting-edge 
novelties anymore. They’re the industry standard. 

Likewise, a modern system will handle the reconciliation, print the checks and 
make sure you make your filing deadlines. Automation is the key. The more 
routine tasks the system can handle with minimal programming, the more time 
your people have to concentrate on other things. 

The platform has got to give you the ability to run specialized reports for 
beneficiaries, grantors, people in your firm and ultimately the IRS, SEC and other 
government overseers. It keeps a paperless “paper trail” of all transactions. 
Because it runs on rules, the output should be straightforward and the 
compliance review should be clean. Exceptions and overrides will be noted and 
flagged. 

None of the accounts on your screen should ever miss a distribution or risk 
endangering its tax status. Your staff’s time is better spent smoothing inevitable 
exceptions to the rules and managing the intangibles of client relationships. 

High-touch accounts become easier to handle and ultimately less expensive to 
serve, turning marginally unprofitable business into a real profit center. 

Beyond that point, things get interesting and choices emerge: Depending on 
your business and existing support system, the right platform can replace 
legacy applications or open up new capabilities. Top-tier accounting solutions 
have evolved to take over the burden of enterprise-level books and records, 
portfolio management, compliance and even client-facing tools. They support 
open investment architecture to allow clients to hold real estate, private equity, 
bitcoin or any other asset class that emerges in an everchanging marketplace. 
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They’re currency-neutral, giving global clients and their families an 
efficient way to monitor the overall balance sheet across national 
and foreign exchange borders. At this level, everything’s an option. 
If it fits your clientele’s needs (or those of prospects you’re chasing), 
it’s worth exploring. 

BUILD THE UPGRADE PATH NOW
A typical trust technology relationship can last for about a decade, 
but that doesn’t mean the process of review and evaluation 
shouldn’t start long before that point. 

It can take months to interview potential partners, run extended 
demos, poll staff on the merits of one interface over another. Even 
after the due diligence ends, it can take months after that to install 
a new system and import all the accounts. 

What this means is that whether you’re a start-up eager to get up 
and running or an established firm wondering whether to renew a 
long-term contract, it takes time to make sure you’re making the 
right choice. 

And since the process of evaluating systems is not going to 
happen overnight, the earlier you start paying attention to the 
state of the art, the faster you’ll be able to ramp up when the time 
comes. 

Inertia can be a trap. Few trust officers relish the idea of having to 
deal with the disruption of closing out one accounting platform and 
training on another, even if the new technology makes life easier 
or lets them do things that were previously impossible. As a result, 
decisions that would otherwise be essential tend to get pushed 
back, year to year, even decade to decade. 

But when your organization or its technology partners are changing 
anyway, it makes sense to embrace the possibility of trading a 
system that you’ve outgrown as part of the overall evolution cycle. 
The more change you can roll into a single well-managed transition, 
the less disruptive it will be and the faster your operation will return 
to normal. 

Maybe you’re looking to expand into new business areas and 
now would be a good time to start putting the technological 
framework in place to support those initiatives. Maybe you’re eager 
to streamline or diversify your current vendor relationships, and 
so previously fixed pieces of your platform are now open to new 
configurations. 

8 TIMES TO THINK 
ABOUT SWITCHING

The industry research wizards at Celent 
have identified a total of eight moments 

in the typical financial service firm’s life cycle 
when it makes most sense to consider finding 
a new accounting platform: 

1.  You’re getting into the trust administration 
and custody business for the first time and 
are starting from zero. 

2.  You want a differentiator to grow 
your young business faster than local 
competitors. 

3.  It’s time to streamline your operations in 
order to scale more efficiently. 

4.  A legacy vendor has stopped actively 
supporting your system to pursue other 
opportunities. 

5. Y our current vendor is leaving the 
business entirely or has been acquired by 
an unfriendly interest. 

6.  The regulators have expressed concern 
about your current system’s ability to 
match your current activities. 

7.  An outside hire brings experience of new 
ways of doing business that require new 
technology to support. 

8.  You’ve bought a rival running a different 
trust system and now need to decide 
which to keep—or to go in an all-new 
direction.

When you hit any of these pain points, we 
hope you’ll have this report at hand and 
will be able to start a conversation with the 
providers willing to help.
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Or maybe you’ve bought a rival and need to consolidate legacy systems onto a 
single platform. Whatever the trigger, the odds are actually good that you’ll be 
at least passively interviewing new accounting system providers within the next 
two to three years. The longer you wait to start, the more likely it will be that 
you’ll have to rush to finish.

MOBILE IS A MUST AND VOICE IS COMING
Forget the Millennial mystique. Most Gen-X and Baby Boomer financial advisory 
employees today use mobile devices and tablets to access mission-critical 
wealth management systems. 

Your clients are mobile. You want to be able to show them what’s going on with 
their accounts wherever they are. 

And with that comes concerns about device interoperability, security and 
compliance. What happens when a device gets lost or stolen? Are the 
passwords secure?

These seem like almost trivial questions, but they’re not. A good partner will 
know how to package the data and the advisor-facing app to keep everything 
flowing without giving away vital client information to anyone who’s watching.

Then there’s voice. One in six households already has a voice-activated 
assistant like Alexa, Siri or a Google device. Much like the smartphone, that’s 

37%
40%

23%

13%
15%

11% 11%

30%

2% 2%

GREATEST IMPACT ON FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY, BY TIMELINE*

       1 year from now                       5 years from now

Question: Which technology do you see as having the greatest impact on the financial services industry 1 year and 5 years from now?
* Excludes not sure

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

OtherBlockchain 
technology

CrowdfundingMarketplace/
Peer-to-Peer lending

Robo-advisors
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not just a consumer technology. 

The functionality is also good for professional applications. Think of an assistant 
finding your CRM files and reading them to you when you’re on the road, or 
summarizing a client’s financial situation to brief you before a meeting.

These technologies are far from mainstream now. But they’re coming.

EMBRACE THE TRANSITION, NOT THE PAIN
Advisors should evaluate where and how a piece of technology affects their 
business and systems. Usability, features and other components should be 
compared, as well as the functionality of each as part of a firm’s wider system. 

If a solution interacts with a client directly or indirectly, it requires extra 
evaluation. Clients may not like the transition process or the new product, and if 
the switch doesn’t change a customer’s experience, the transition must be even 
smoother. 

Firms can tell their current provider they’re leaving early in the process, and the 
provider may be able to help with the transition or make improvements to the 
existing product. However, this can lead to a decline in service or hard feelings, 
depending on the relationship, and the terms of existing contracts should be 
considered. 

More complex solutions with multiple changes will affect the evaluation and 
transition timeline. It may be necessary to run both the old and new solutions in 
parallel with strict quality assurance tests. All stakeholders need to be involved 
in this so they can sign off on the new solution, and it is often during this time 
that firms will know if a new solution can meet its needs. 

Advisors should always question why they are leaving a provider, since the 
work involved in the evaluation can sometimes pressure them into making 
the change. This is what leads to firms switching to a new provider and then 
ultimately going back to their original solution.

CRYPTO AND OTHER ALTERNATIVES
I probably don’t have to tell you any horror stories about big banks stuffing 
proprietary products into captive accounts, even though those funds really don’t 
do anything special beyond rack up fat fees.

The more open your platform is to running a trust-like business, the closer you 
are to building similar private-label products for your clients—of course, yours 
will be better than the dog food many institutions provide.

Your clients want the ability to work with bitcoin-denominated assets and other 
crypto currencies. For some, it makes a whole lot of sense. For others, it’s 
simply something they covet.

They’ll find someone to give them what they want. But only a few trust companies 
even make a show of supporting bitcoin accounts. Either way, with the crypto 
universe constantly evolving, you need a platform that can handle not only the 
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products on the market now but those that will emerge in the years to come. 

Collective investment funds are the fugitive holy grail for many advisors who’ve 
grown as far as they can on client service and want to take the business to the 
next level. 

They handle a lot like traditional 40 Act funds, without quite so much red tape 
and paperwork. In theory anyone running a little outside money could set one 
up, but again, the process gets a lot easier as your core client systems adopt 
the architecture of the trust industry.

After all, you generally need to either be a trust company or have the ability to 
communicate information to a true trust company partner in order to run one (or 
a suite) of these portfolios. Think of it as having a common language.

I’ve seen a few advisors lately who clearly want to run client money in a mutual 
fund kind of format, possibly in the hope of attracting third-party assets without 
having to work for the sale. Those people probably aren’t ready for this. 

But if you’ve got the assets and want to starve competitors, converting your 
current portfolios into formal products can be a good move—even if nothing 
else comes of it, you’re differentiating yourself and getting your name out there 
as an expert. 

And if you’re truly a big wheel, you’re probably already exploring going the 
conventional 40 Act route where compliance costs are enough of a drag that you 
need substantial scale to start. Even in that scenario, the collective investment 
fund route can reduce the burden—provided, again, that you’re a trust company 
or can talk to one willing to host the fund and ensure compliance.

REGULATIONS BACK ON THE RADAR
The new Congress, shaped by the 2018 midterm elections, probably won’t 
ramp up a lot of regulatory demands as long as there’s a Republican with veto 
power in the White House. But the pace of deregulation is going to slow, and 
once again financial institutions need to watch their step.

And then there’s the global mood to consider. While most advisors don’t 
operate internationally, many high net worth clients are constantly on the move 
between jurisdictions, subjecting their activities to scrutiny everywhere they 
move money.

Because of this, a forward-looking wealth platform needs not only to remain 
open to changes in the domestic compliance environment but to whatever 
happens in Europe and elsewhere. 

Cross-border payments and multi-currency accounting are the new status 
quo, even when it means making sure those payments satisfy all the reporting 
requirements of the toughest anti-money-laundering protocols. 

You don’t want to tell your clients that you can’t follow them wherever they want 
to go. And that means a system robust enough to operate under the tightest 
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restrictions on the planet—or even rules that have only been debated without 
full implementation.

That’s true on a state-by-state level as well. As states push back against looser 
federal regulations, a good accounting platform will take local variations into 
effect, flagging geographical errors before they occur.

Forget Brexit and other global changes. Think about how California remains 
network neutral in terms of data despite the FCC’s best efforts to roll back that 
rule. Or the way states like Vermont mandate GMO warnings on food produced 
and packaged for consumption nationwide.

As the states diverge from a national regulatory standard, the platform needs 
to keep up on any number of fronts, including client data confidentiality, advisor 
disclosure and all the electronic trails required to demonstrate fiduciary due 
diligence at every level. 

Remember, you want to change platforms only on your timetable. If outside 
developments force you to jump before you’re ready simply because the old 
platform no longer works, you’ve lost. We want to make sure you win.

HOW TO REVIEW YOUR PLATFORM
Review your back-office technology infrastructure thoroughly and regularly. Look 
at how each system is used, the way they work together and if new ones are 
needed.

The review should cover the CRM, client portal, trading and rebalancing 

$30

$75

$130

$210

$315

$400

ESTIMATED CAPITAL MARKETS SPENDING ON 
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY, 2014 TO 2019
(In US$ millions)

Source: Aite Group

201920182017201620152014
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systems, custodian interface, as well as performance reporting, portfolio 
accounting and financial planning platforms.

Staff should examine how often each back-office system is used, whether 
systems are used as intended and whether the current technology is intuitive 
and user-friendly. Additionally, stakeholders should check how much time it 
takes to correct data that should have transferred between systems and that 
current system integration reduces duplicative, manual data entry.

To maintain efficient and automated workflows, intermediaries should conduct 
these reviews at least once a year. Minor adjustments are typically needed, but 
it’s worth examining the function of each system and their connection to the 
wider RIA ecosystem in depth.

Revamping a technology suite can be intimidating and most firms avoid it due to 
the fear of new, expensive technology or the possibility of having to get involved 
with more complex systems. But often, the solution could be to simplify current 
systems or remove legacy technology entirely.

If an update is needed, it should further automate tasks and free up advisors 
and employees to cater to existing clients and develop new client relationships.

Additionally, a proper infrastructure can allow firms to compete. Regardless 
of your growth strategy, technology infrastructures must be used to cater to 
increasingly sophisticated clients.

INTEGRATION IS THE FUTURE
The more information you can capture and analyze, the more value your clients 
will recognize and the happier they will be. The tax considerations alone could 
easily justify a premium fee or allow you to tout better real performance. 

Modern investors like knowing that you can see everything, no matter where it’s 
kept or who manages it. You’ll love being able to provide better advice and even 
suggest improvements on the assets held elsewhere. Many advisors are already 
charging a small fee to keep an eye on those assets. 

You’re setting yourself up as the quarterback, the coach and the team owner all 
at once. With you in the center of the game, other advisors get pushed to the 
margins or ultimately vanish entirely. That’s where you want to be. If you’re not 
there, someone else will get there first. 

And, of course, the trust officers of tomorrow are already taking the data into the 
field. Every year sees mobile accounting apps get more traction—not as a way 
to key in data from outside the office, but as a way to make client presentations 
on the go. 

Every year we get a little farther from the old index cards and envelope files of 
a century ago. The homemade spreadsheets of a previous generation are also 
fading from industry screens even as we speak. 

The future is now, and the companies profiled in the following pages are leading 
the way.
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S O F T W A R E  B U D G E T  W O R K S H E E T

The average “high-tech” advisory firm only expects to spend about $20,000 a year on technology: $10,000 on 
software, $4,000 on hardware, $4,000 on IT support. But in reality, the average Registered Investment Advisor 
ends up spending $30,000 on software subscriptions alone.

STARTING
SPEND

ONGOING
(ANNUAL)

FINANCIAL PLANNING SOFTWARE 

MS OFFICE SUITE 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE 

REBALANCING

RECONCILIATION

ACCOUNT AGGREGATION

CRM 

ACCOUNTING

ANTIVIRUS PROTECTION

E-MAIL COMPLIANCE 

DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE  
SYSTEM (SERVER) 

DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE  
SYSTEM (PER USER) 

NETWORK BACKUP 
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A La Carte Options: Whether the 
model is in-house or outsourced, can the 
organization pick and choose among the 
different parts of the system to create its 
own unique trust offering, or does it have 
to take the entire product suite?

Account Aggregation: Methodology 
that involves compiling information from 
different investment and bank accounts 
into a single view of the client. This may 
be done by either combining custody 
records, screen-scraping from other 
organizations’ websites, or permission-
based access to other accounts. 
Account aggregation is important to gain 
a complete view of the client’s financial 
position. 

Advice Services: Provides investment 
management advice directly to 
companies’ investment management 
areas. The end in mind is to be able to 
provide an entire wealth management 
process for clients. 

Asset Allocation: A primary investment 
decision for wealth advisors, determining 
how wealth will be invested among the 
three major asset classes: equities, fixed 
income and cash equivalents.

Asset Management Services: Provides 
tools and services for clients who 
manufacture proprietary products and/ 
or distribute third-party products (open 
architecture). Services support investment 
products (funds of funds, mutual 
funds, managed assets), brokerage 
(including algorithm-based trading), order 
management and portfolio management 
(modeling, rebalancing, compliance, 
performance management). 

Asset Protection Trust: Any trust 
designed to protect property from 
potential creditors, court judgment or 
other legal liability.  

Brokerage Network: Preassembled 
group of broker-dealers tied to a variety of 
physical and electronic exchanges through 
which the advisor may execute client 
trades. This network may be furnished by 

the platform provider that the advisor is 
using, or may be selected based on other 
outsourced relationships. 

Client Acquisition Services: Provides 
support for growing the trust business, 
including benchmarking, client 
segmentation schemes, channel planning 
and event support. Technology support, 
integration services and wholesaling 
support are also provided.

Client Management Services: Deploys 
workflow tools to streamline the client 
handling aspects of wealth management, 
including enrollment (know your customer, 
anti-money-laundering), tax handling, 
customer information delivery (statements, 
web access), document management, 
ticklers and reviews.

Cost Differentials: These can favor 
either in-house or outsourced solutions, 
depending on the individual organization’s 
cost structure. 

Estate: The real and personal property of 
a decedent; a specific interest in property.

ETF: Exchange-traded fund. ETF shares 
trade exactly like stocks, continuously 
throughout the trading day. 

ETF Wrap (Account): Type of managed 
account where the client’s investment 
portfolio is invested solely in exchange-
traded funds. The selection and 
composition of each ETF class is based 
on the appropriate asset allocation model, 
and is periodically assessed to respond to 
market changes. As with most managed 
accounts, there is an asset-based fee 
charged for the account, and transaction 
costs are paid by the advisor. ETF wraps 
often have lower expense ratios than 
mutual fund wraps, and offer intraday 
trading, tax efficiency and other benefits.

Feeing: The fees paid by the client 
(which may range from 85 basis points 
[bps] to 280 bps dependent on the type 
of program and asset classes included) 
have to be appropriately divided among 
the asset manager, the advisor, the 

sponsor, the platform provider and the 
overlay manager, usually on a monthly 
basis. Feeing can be quite complex in the 
managed account space, though new 
technologies are being developed to assist 
in the process.

Fiduciary: An individual or entity in 
position of trust who has accepted the 
duty of acting for the benefit of another.  

Fund of Funds: Mutual fund-like vehicles 
made up of shares of alternative investments 
(usually hedge funds) where the individual 
investors have their risk reduced through 
diversification. A fund-of-funds approach 
also allows investors who might not qualify 
for “accredited” status to invest in hedge 
funds.  

GT.M: A database engine with scalability, 
proven in the largest real-time core 
processing systems in production at 
financial institutions worldwide—as 
well as in large, well-known healthcare 
institutions—but with a small footprint that 
scales down to use in small clinics, virtual 
machines and software appliances.

Infrastructure Services: Includes 
software application development and 
maintenance, network management, 
hosting, security, business continuity and 
disaster recovery, interfaces with outside 
systems, such as CRM, and integrates 
with portfolio management systems.

Investment Policy Statement (IPS): 
Outlines the advisor’s appropriate 
investment strategy in terms of asset 
allocation for a particular client.

Manager Due Diligence: TAMPs (see 
Turnkey Asset Management Program) 
frequently provide an extensive list of 
asset management products, among 
which are mutual funds, ETFs, funds of 
funds, separately managed accounts 
(SMAs) or unified managed accounts 
(UMAs). What these have in common is 
that the assets are managed by an “asset 
manager” whose job it is to provide the 
models and manage the underlying assets 
to a specific strategy. As part of vetting 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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the products, TAMP providers conduct a 
detailed examination of the manager and 
firm in terms of track record, experience, 
performance, assets under management 
(AUM), risk management, reference 
checks, compliance history and externally 
audited financial statements.

Models (Models-Based Approach): 
Investment methodology that requires 
asset managers to download investment 
strategies into a sponsor firm’s UMA 
platform for the sponsor to conduct the 
actual trades, as opposed to the SMA 
approach where the asset manager 
conducts the trades themselves. If part of 
a UMA, the SMA sleeve is incorporated 
into the UMA. Models-based approaches 
are more profitable for UMA sponsors 
due to wide omnibus trading and better 
for clients, as they allow for incorporation 
of an overlay methodology for tax and 
trading efficiency. The loss of trading 
revenue may make asset managers 
reluctant to participate in a models-based 
environment, resulting in the managers’ 
decision to participate in a sponsor’s UMA 
program or not. Some asset managers 
also fear a loss of intellectual property. 
Models may be updated on the UMA 
platform in real time or in a batch mode.

Mutual Fund Wrap (Account): Also 
known as a Mutual Fund Advisor Program, 
a mutual fund wrap account provides 
multiple mutual funds (selected from a 
large pool) based on asset allocation 
guidelines. The investment advisor 
designs a portfolio of funds and manages 
the funds as a single account for a single 
annual fee of 85 bps to 150 bps. The fee 
is an alternative to individual mutual fund 
sales charges.

Onboarding: Process by which a 
prospect who has agreed to become 
a client is brought onto the investment 
advisor’s platform and their client’s assets 
retitled or moved to a new custodian. The 
process must comply with SEC record-
keeping rules and US Treasury know-
your-customer and anti-money-laundering 
rules. The process often involves new 
asset types being set up on the system, 

or adding detailed household information, 
and an eventual reconciliation between the 
system and the custodian’s records.

Open Architecture: In the extreme 
case, open architecture requires that 
the investment platform would enable 
and support any investment managed 
by any asset manager. While such a 
goal is desirable, it is also impractical 
as each asset manager must undergo 
comprehensive due diligence to be 
included on the platform. As a result, 
many program providers claim “open 
architecture” as a feature, while offering 
from dozens to hundreds of asset 
managers and their products on their 
particular platforms.

Outsourcing: Process of contracting a 
necessary business function or process 
to an independent organization, and 
ceasing to perform that function or 
process internally, instead purchasing it 
as a service. TAMPs are an investment 
management outsourcing solution.

Overlay: Methodology used by wealth 
advisors to provide the best in tax and 
trading efficiencies to their clients. The 
effort can be manual or technology-based, 
and comes in a variety of “flavors.”

PIP: A mature and proven transaction-
processing database application 
development platform. 

Platform: Refers to both the underlying 
investment management technology the 
advisor uses and the investments available 
to the advisor to offer to clients.

Processing Services: These include 
straight-through (STP) securities 
processing and settlement (asset setup, 
pricing, proxies, corporate actions); cash 
processing and management (sweeps); 
reconciliation, fee schedules, custodial 
links to DTC, NSCC and BONY; plus 
common trust fund and proprietary mutual 
fund administration. 

Proposal Generation: Either a process 
or onboarding step wherein the advisor 

presents the client with an appropriate 
asset allocation model or investment 
policy statement, customized to their 
specific situation, in order to get the 
prospect to make a decision to become a 
client of the firm.

Rebalancing: The rebalancing of an 
investment portfolio is the action of 
bringing a portfolio that has deviated 
away from its target asset allocation back 
into line. Now underweighted securities 
can be purchased with sales of the now 
overweighted securities. Rebalancing can 
be automated on the investment platform 
at either the account level or across all 
the advisor’s accounts. Advisors and 
firms must select the time period at which 
rebalancing will be done. Some firms 
conduct rebalancing manually to ensure 
no unwanted or de minimus trades. 
Recent scholarly papers have discounted 
the benefits of rebalancing portfolios, 
instead showing that rebalancing can lead 
to lower returns over time.

Reporting: Stating the results of clients’ 
investment portfolios is one of the most 
important aspects in attraction and 
retention of clients. Good reporting 
systems and capabilities help in client 
understanding of the value added by their 
advisor, no matter the actual underlying 
performance of specific investments.  
Reporting may be conducted at the 
account level, at the sleeve level or at the 
household level.

SaaS: Software as a service. Software 
that is licensed on a subscription basis. It  
is centrally hosted, usually by the provider.

Separately Managed Account (SMA): A 
portfolio of individual securities managed 
by a single asset manager matching 
some aspect of the client asset-allocation 
strategy and offered to the investor by 
a sponsoring firm. A fee-based SMA 
program utilizes multiple SMAs. A single 
SMA can also form a single sleeve within 
a UMA structure. SMAs also differ from 
mutual funds because the investor directly 
owns the securities instead of owning a 
share in a pool of securities.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Sleeves: Each portion of a client’s total 
portfolio managed by a single asset 
manager is considered a “sleeve” on 
the UMA platform, and each sleeve 
fulfills some part of the asset allocation 
selection. Sleeves may be created 
for each asset class (whether traded, 
as with  ETFs, or non-traded, as with 
real estate or alternative investments), 
individual investment manager, asset type 
(e.g. mutual funds or SMAs), model or 
investment strategy.

Straight-Through Processing (STP): 
An initiative used by companies in the 
financial world to optimize the speed at 
which transactions are processed. This 
is performed by allowing information 
that has been electronically entered to 
be transferred from one party to another 
in the settlement process without 
manually re-entering pieces of information 
repeatedly over the entire sequence of 
events.

Support Services: Often a trust 
company has to perform and track a 
variety of obligations, including proxies, 
tax-return production, disaster recovery, 
securities and mutual fund processing, 
and that biggest of all trust bugaboos, 
statement processing. Knowing how 
these responsibilities are performed under 
the two types of solutions (in-house or 
outsourcing) and what impact it may have 
on clients is vital.

Turnkey Asset Management Program 
(TAMP): This provides outsourced 
investment selection and management, 
allowing the wealth advisor to off-load 
time-consuming back-office functions, 
such as research, manager due diligence, 
portfolio construction, rebalancing, 
reconciliation, performance reporting, 
tax optimization and reporting in order to 
focus more on gathering assets, acquiring 
new clients and servicing existing 
accounts.  

Unified Managed Account (UMA): A 
single fee-based account that houses 
numerous investment products to fulfill 
the client’s asset-allocation strategy 

within multiple separate account 
sleeves. Management between sleeves 
is determined by the overlay process to 
gain tax and trading efficiencies. This 
necessitates the wealth advisor managing 
the client relationship on a platform 
optimized for UMAs. A UMA is usually 
conceived as having a single custodian, 
though some platforms do aggregate 
across multiple custodians.

Unified Managed Household (UMH): 
A UMA-like relationship taken to the next 
level by bringing together all aspects of 
a client household’s wealth, not just the 
wealth of the separate individuals. UMH 
platforms enable program sponsors to 
take a holistic approach to their investor’s 
total portfolio, and apply a range of 
solutions that treat the client’s wealth 
in a manner similar to how clients think 
about their personal wealth. Assets to 
be managed include qualified and non-
qualified accounts, as well as real estate, 
collectibles, oil and gas properties, 
limited partnerships and managed futures 
accounts. A UMH has a single registration, 
and can aggregate across multiple 
custodians. Many advisors consider the 
UMH to be the ultimate advancement in 
the managed-account space.

Uniform Trust Code States: Many 
states have attempted to streamline and 
standardize their trust rules by adopting 
these provisions as their model.

Value Proposition: The key aspect to 
consider when deciding in-house vs. 
outsourcing is not the cost but the value 
proposition; in other words, will the clients 
achieve any benefit or perceive a better 
product and service based on an in-house 
or outsourced solution? Even if the back-
office solution is transparent to the clients, 
as it should be, how will special requests 
and nonstandard issues be handled by 
the two different solutions (in-house or 
outsourcing)?

Vendor Solutions: If the organization has 
a strong preference for one provider over 
another, is that vendor’s solution available 
on an outsourced basis?

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Accutech  
Systems 

Accutrust Cheetah™

Delta Data, Inc.
Trust Accountant Cloud, Trust 

Accountant, Trust Import, Personal 
Trust Manager

HWA International, Inc.
TNET, TAMS, TRUST processor

Accutech’s trust accounting 
platform is accessible from any 
browser, from anywhere, 24/7, so 
you can deliver the highest touch 
possible to your clients. Accutrust 
Cheetah unites operations and 
administration functionality in 
a single interface. At-a-glance 
dashboards provide you with the 
information you need quickly so 
you can rapidly identify trends.

Trust Accountant Cloud is a trust 
and probate solution for those 
looking for value in a solution 
that fits their needs. It runs on all 
popular browsers and is available 
anytime, anywhere there is an 
Internet connection. Delta Data 
offers three other trust accounting 
and trust management programs 
that it has developed in its 25 
years serving RIAs, family offices 
and others.

HWA International develops 
comprehensive, versatile software 
for efficient portfolio management 
and trust operations. HWA offers 
financial institutions, foundations 
and family offices three primary 
solutions, each of which supports 
a wide degree of tailoring for both 
front- and back-office duties.

System Features

Number of Clients 250 100 160

Price Call for pricing Starts at $1,900 $15K to $100K

STP Trading Yes No Yes

Portfolio Performance Yes Third party Yes

Proposal Generator Yes No No

Built-in CRM Yes Yes Yes

ASP Accessible by 
Internet Yes Yes Yes

Recommended for 
Family Offices Yes Yes Yes

Custodians Supported Open architecture Can map to most Several

Typical Timeframe for 
Migration/Installation

Varies by size  
and complexity

Migration depends on size; cloud- 
based, nothing to install

3–6 months

Primary Contact Dan Wright
(800) 686-0470

Richard Beer
(952) 777-4242

Harry Sullivan
(901) 388-6120

Sources: Vendor contacts
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Innovest Systems, LLC 
InnoTrust, InnoTrust Global, In-

noPay, InnoVue, PDS
InvestEdge

Trust 
Management  

Network

Innovest offers its clients a secure 
and integrated trust accounting 
and wealth management 
technology platform, payment 
solutions, unique assets services 
and related fulfillment services 
delivered in a Software as a 
Service (SaaS) environment.

InvestEdge is a leading provider 
of innovative advisor solutions to 
wealth management firms. Our 
award-winning solutions provide 
a breadth of tools that simplify 
complicated wealth management 
processes and reduce overall 
operational risk. Using the 
integrated solutions automates key 
front office functions like easy-
to-use portfolio management, 
trading/rebalancing, performance 
measurement, reporting, 
compliance management and 
fiduciary monitoring, client portal 
and data aggregation tools. Our 
model marketplace (MMxChange) 
provides access to third party 
investment products for wealth 
management firms. 

Trust Management Network 
provides full-service back-office 
trust operations, from daily 
postings to asset reconciliation to 
regulatory compliance and much 
more. Trust Management Network 
is an outsource provider, not a 
technology resource.

System Features

Number of Clients 120 108 34

Price Call for pricing Call for pricing Call for pricing

STP Trading Yes Yes Yes

Portfolio Performance Yes Yes Yes

Proposal Generator Third party Third Party N/A

Built-in CRM Yes No N/A

ASP Accessible by 
Internet Yes Yes Yes

Recommended for 
Family Offices Yes Yes Yes

Custodians Supported Works with all Open architecture infrastructure 
supports various custodians, back 

office and trust systems

Omnibus Custody (Multiple 
Custodians); Held Away Custody 

(Multiple Custodians)

Typical Timeframe for 
Migration/Installation

Varies due to size and complexity Varies by size and complexity Depends on scope of project

Primary Contact Maryanne Campbell
(866) 266-6651

Chris Ollendike
(917) 509-8422

Gavin Finlay
(512) 439-2194

Sources: Vendor contacts
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New-business contact:
Dan Wright
Phone: (800) 686-0470
E-mail: info@trustasc.com

Systems: Accutrust Cheetah™

Number of Clients: 250 

Price: Please call for pricing

STP Trading: Yes 

Portfolio Performance: Yes 

Proposal Generator: Yes 

Built-in CRM: Yes 

ASP Accessible by Internet: Yes  

Recommended for Family Offices:  Yes 

Custodians Supported: Open architecture

Typical Timeframe for Migration/Installation:   
Varies by size and complexity

Noted Clients: Accutech serves start-ups to firms with 
billions in assets under management and does not release 
individual client information.

Accutech Systems Corporation • 2620 North Accutech Way, Muncie, IN 47304 • www.trustasc.com

Accutrust CheetahTM is an innovative and 
comprehensive trust accounting and wealth management 
solution that leverages the latest technologies to drive 
efficiency and enhance both the employee and client 
experience. Accessible from any standard browser and 
Internet connection, Cheetah allows you to work from 
any location in the world 24/7 to deliver the highest touch 
possible to your clients. 

Cheetah’s real-time and role-based design leverages 
data-driven analytics displayed via intuitive, at-a-glance 
dashboards to provide you with the information you need 
quickly in a graphical format so you can rapidly identify 
trends that allow you to move as fast as your business 
demands. 

We bring out the exceptions in your business, from cash 
overdrafts to overdue account reviews, so that nothing 
slips through the cracks. Cheetah will notify you where 
there are issues that require your attention so you don’t 
waste time looking for them ... alongside automated 
workflows, Cheetah delivers true management by 
exception. 

Powerful and integrated investment and performance 
measurement tools provide investment professionals 
the ability to evaluate their accounts and relationships 
to make informed decisions from one location without 
scouring through multiple areas in the system. 

Cheetah also contains native Document Management, 
One-Click Exports and CRM functionality so that you can 
store, access and utilize your data quickly and efficiently. 
Accunet delivers a modern digital experience to your end 
clients, enhancing your high-tech, high-touch image. 

Accutrust CheetahTM is built with speed and agility in 
mind, because we understand that’s what your business 
demands every day. It’s one of the many ways we are 
redefining trust. 
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New-business contacts:
Richard Beer
Phone: (952) 777-4242
E-mail: info@deltadatatrust.com

Systems: Trust Accountant Cloud, Trust Accountant, 
Trust Import, Personal Trust Manager

Number of Clients: 100

Price: Starts at $1,900

STP Trading: No

Portfolio Performance: Third party

Proposal Generator: No

Built-in CRM: Yes

ASP Accessible by Internet: Yes

Recommended for Family Offices: Yes

Custodians Supported: Can map to most any

Typical Timeframe for Migration/Installation: Migration 
depends on size. Cloud based, nothing to install.

Noted Clients: Revzon Consulting Group, LLC

Delta Data, Inc. • 4719 Park Nicollet Avenue SE, Suite 120, Prior Lake, MN 55372 • www.deltadatatrust.com

Delta Data, Inc. has been delivering Trust Accounting 
and Trust Management solutions for over 25 years and 
we continue to do so with Trust Accountant Cloud™, our 
cloud based, software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution which 
runs on all popular browsers and is available anytime, 
anywhere there is an Internet connection.

Trust Accountant Cloud™ is an affordable solution 
for trust companies, community banks, family offices, 
attorneys, CPAs, foundations, nonprofits, and financial 
professionals for managing trust and probate accounts 
in real time, with minimal effort and without busting their 
budget. Easy to learn and intuitive to use, it eliminates 
cumbersome codes and IDs in favor of drop-downs, auto-
fill, last data entry retrieval, and data import features to 
save staff time, training and operational expenses.

Download portfolio transactions and securities pricing 
directly from participating brokerages and financial 
institutions or utilize data entry features to work with 
unique assets. Robust reporting capabilities provide a 
myriad of ways to export the results.

A comprehensive suite of advanced features ensure that 
the platform grows with your business, starting with check 
writing and account reconciliation, income reinvestment 
and mapping, security pricing, state court reports and 
daily accrual. 

Trust Accountant Cloud™ is an excellent trust and 
probate solution for those looking for value in a 
solution that fits their needs—without the unnecessary 
complications that crowd and confuse other platforms.  

Trust Accountant Cloud is a comprehensive, easy to use, 
affordable solution that can grow with your business. 
There’s nothing to install, update or manage. Simply 
bring-up TrustAccountantCloud.com on your browser, 
register your company, add users and you’re all set!
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HWA International, Inc. is a premier provider of trust 
accounting software solutions. HWA was established in 
1974 and today offers trust accounting software to over 
160 clients throughout the U.S and Canada. Its three 
primary products, TNET, TAMS, and TRUSTprocessor, 
allow HWA to service a wide variety of clients from 
small to very large. These clients include bank trust 
departments, trust companies, IRA companies, family 
offices, special needs trusts, law offices, CPA practices, 
guardianships and foundations. 

HWA’s software products are comprehensive, versatile 
and innovative. HWA not only automates the back 
office, it automates the front office as well. With its 
new TNET FrontOffice product, trust officers and other 
front-office personnel will have access to a robust 
wealth management CRM system, sales workflows, 
administrative reviews, Reg 9, enterprise referrals and 
much more.

HWA is uniquely positioned to customize our software 
to help you address the challenges posed by an ever-
changing environment. Our team of experienced 
professionals welcomes the opportunity to work with you 
in creating a total package to fit your needs. For more 
information, please call us at (800) 328-8661 or visit our 
website, www.hwainternational.com.

New-business contact:
Harry Sullivan
Phone: (901) 388-6120
E-mail: sales@hwainternational.com

Systems: TNET, TAMS, TRUSTprocessor

Number of Clients: 160 

Price: $15K to $100K

STP Trading: Yes 

Portfolio Performance: Yes 

Proposal Generator: No

Built-in CRM: Yes 

ASP Accessible by Internet: Yes 

Recommended for Family Offices: Yes

Custodians Supported: Several

Typical Timeframe for Migration/Installation: 3 to 6 
months

Noted Clients: For confidentiality reasons, HWA 
International does not release client names.

HWA International, Inc. • 8363 Wolf Lake Drive, Suite 101, Memphis, TN 38133 • www.hwainternational.com
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Innovest Systems, LLC is a leading provider of financial 
technology solutions and managed services delivered to 
forward-thinking trust, wealth management and retirement 
professionals. Innovest’s solutions empower its clients to 
acquire new customers, invest assets effectively, manage 
trust and investment portfolios efficiently, and flexibly 
report results to customers. 

InnoTrust offers a dramatically better platform to support 
the accounting and reporting needs of any company 
that deals with assets in trust, wealth, and retirement 
accounts. InnoTrust uses modern-era technology and 
APIs to integrate seamlessly with internal applications 
and third-party systems. The platform is feature-rich and 
offers functions such as portfolio management, Reg-9/
Admin Review, charitable functionality, and RMD among 
many others and is multi-currency and crypto-currency 
capable. Client portal access is offered via InnoVue, which 
allows for configurable branding, self-registration, and 
access from any type of device. 

Innovest also offers Managed Services a la carte, 
allowing your organization to select the appropriate level 
of operations outsourcing for your firm. From document 
printing or custody to full back office accounting and 
operations support, we can work with your organization to 
determine the right size solution to best meet your needs.

Innovest Systems, LLC • 110 Leroy Street, New York, NY 10014 • www.innovestsystems.com

New-business contact:
Maryanne Campbell
Phone: (866) 266-6651
E-mail: mcampbell@innovestsystems.com

Systems: InnoTrust, InnoTrust Global, InnoPay, InnoVue, 
Minerals, Oil & Gas, Real Estate & Other Unique Assets, 
Managed Services 

Number of Clients: 120 

Price: Contact for pricing

STP Trading: Yes 

Portfolio Performance: Yes 

Proposal Generator: Third party 

Built in CRM: Yes

ASP Accessible by Internet: Yes  

Recommended for Family Offices: Yes 

Custodians Supported: Works with all

Typical Timeframe for Migration/Installation:   
Varies due to size and complexity

Noted Clients: Innovest serves all market sizes and does 
not release client information due to privacy concerns. 
References are provided during the sales process.
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New-business contact:
Chris Ollendike
Phone: (917) 509-8422
E-mail: info@investedge.com

Systems: N/A

Number of Clients: InvestEdge provides solutions to 
roughly ~108 firms which mainly consist of Bank/Trust, 
Family Office, Institutional, Broker Dealer and RIA’s.

Price: Call for pricing

STP Trading: Yes 

Portfolio Performance: Yes

Proposal Generator: Third Party 

Built-in CRM: No 

ASP Accessible by Internet: Yes

Recommended for Family Offices: Yes 

Custodians Supported: Open architecture infrastructure 
supports various custodians, back office and trust 
systems.

Typical Timeframe for Migration/Installation: Varies by 
size and complexity

Noted clients: Not Disclosed

InvestEdge  •  3 Bala Plaza West - Suite 600, Bala Cynwyd PA  19004  •  www.investedge.com

InvestEdge is a leading provider of innovative advisor 
solutions to wealth management firms. Our award-
winning solutions provide a breadth of tools that simplify 
complicated wealth management processes and reduce 
overall operational risk. Using the integrated solutions 
automates key front office functions like easy-to-use 
portfolio management, trading/rebalancing, performance 
measurement, reporting, compliance management and 
fiduciary monitoring, client portal and data aggregation 
tools. Our model marketplace (MMxChange) provides 
access to third party investment products for wealth 
management firms. 
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New-business contact:
Gavin Finlay
Phone: office: (512) 439-2194; cell: (512) 917-8292
E-mail: gfinlay@trust-mgmt.com

Systems: FIS Charlotte

Number of Clients: 34

Price: Call for pricing

STP Trading: Yes

Portfolio Performance: Yes

ASP Accessible by Internet: Yes

Recommended for Family Offices: Yes

Custodians Supported: Omnibus (Bank of New York/
Fidelity); SMA (RIAs, Broker/Dealers, Advisors)

Typical Timeframe for Migration/Installation: Depends 
on scope of project    

Noted clients: TMN Serves all market sizes and does 
not release client information due to privacy concerns. 
References are provided during the sales process.  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

System Maintenance Services: Yes

Table Maintenance Services: Yes

Fee System Services: Yes

Securities Processing: Yes

Cash Disbursement Processing: Yes. We handle all 
of your cash reconciliation, check processing, ACH 
processing and wires

ACMS Sweep Processing: Yes

Separately Managed Account (SMA) Processing: Yes. 
We provide held away “shadow posting” for directed and 
delegated trusts both manually and through interfaces 
between the broker-dealer and the trust accounting 
platform

Data Entry/Form Development: Yes

Monthly Reconciliation Service: Yes

A-la-Carte Services: Yes. We offer managed services for: 
securities processing, SMA processing and consulting 
services

Recommended for start-up trust departments: Yes

Trust Management Network provides full-service 
back-office trust operations, from daily postings to 
asset reconciliation to regulatory compliance and much 
more. Our clients represent a wide array of companies 
from those ready to outsource an existing operation 
to those ready to launch a new trust department. We 
also specialize in servicing directed and delegated 
trusts through our separately managed account (SMA) 
processing, using interfaces with your broker and the 
accounting platform.

A major benefit of partnering with Trust Management 
Network is that we are not software- or bank-owned. Our 
only priority is providing exceptional trust operations for 
our clients.

While every company’s needs are different, the process of 
trust outsourcing has many common elements. Below are 
just a few of the functions we provide:

•  Post all daily cash receipts and disbursements
•  Process all wire transfers and ACH distributions
•  Invest and divest all mutual fund activity
•  Settle all DTC and Fed items through custodian
•  Print and mail checks daily to client or recipient  

as instructed
•  Provide single source for questions regarding  

system capabilities
•  Maintain technology and upgrades of software
•  Perform research on accounts
•  Receive and allocate all income
•  Provide comprehensive disaster recovery plan with 

annual testing
•  Provide comprehensive SSAE-18 Audit and IT 

penetration testing
•  Provide reconciliations on all assets in custody
•  Provide system training to improve efficiencies in 

operations
•  Client roundtable discussions on industry trends and 

best practices
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It’s a fact.  More and more organizations are now outsourcing their  
trust operations. It’s important to know their reasons. They include:

• It’s easier than having in-house operations
• It’s more efficient, using fewer company resources
• It requires less management time, allowing greater freedom 
 to grow and develop new business

If you agree that these reasons make sense, the key question is this: to whom 
do you outsource, and why? What essential factors should you consider?

First, you should demand a full-service back office operation, from daily 
postings to asset reconciliation to regulatory compliance.  Second, you will 
also want the option of an A La Carte solution to perform specific chosen 
“slices” of your back office trust operations.

Are You Ready to Outsource
Your Trust Operations?

CONSIDER THESE REASONS AND  
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF

www.trust-mgmt.com

Trust Management Network offers both
We represent a wide array of companies, from those ready to outsource an 
existing operation, to those ready to launch a new trust department, to those 
with a directed or delegated trust arrangement. 

Christopher Holtby, 
Founder,  
Wealth Advisors 
Trust Company

“Trust Management  
Network was my number 
one choice to handle my 
back office operations.  I 
now have more time and 
freedom to attract new 
customers and grow my 
business.  I can’t recom-
mend them more.”

To learn how we can best serve 
you, contact Gavin Finlay at 
gfinlay@trust-mgmt.com.



1299 OCEAN AVENUE, SUITE 900, SANTA MONICA, CA 90401  
PHONE: (800) 392-8811  THEWEALTHADVISOR.COM
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